Correlation of EEG spectra, connectivity, and information theoretical biomarkers with psychological states in the epilepsy monitoring unit - A pilot study.
At the level of individual experience, the relation between electroencephalographic (EEG) phenomena and subjective ratings of psychological states is poorly examined. This study investigated the correlation of quantitative EEG markers with systematic high-frequency monitoring of psychological states in patients admitted to the epilepsy monitoring unit (EMU). We used a digital questionnaire, including eight standardized items about stress, energy level, mood, ward atmosphere, seizure likelihood, hopefulness/frustration, boredom, and self-efficacy. Self-assessments were collected four times per day, in total 15 times during the stay in the EMU. We extracted brainrate, Hjorth parameters, Hurst exponent, Wackermann parameters, and power spectral density from the EEG. We performed correlation between these quantitative EEG measures and responses to the 8 items and evaluated their significance on single subject and on group level. Twenty-one consecutive patients (12 women/9 men, median age: 29 years, range: 18-74 years) were recruited. On group level, no significant correlations were found whereas on single-subject level, we found significant correlations for 6 out of 21 patients. Most significant correlations were found between Hjorth parameters and items that reflect changes in mood or stress. This study supports the feasibility of correlating quantitative EEG measures with psychological states in routine EMU settings and emphasizes the need for single-subject statistics when assessing aspects with high interindividual variance. Future studies should select samples with high within-subject variability of psychological states and examine a subsample with patients encountering a critical number of seizures needed in order to relate the psychological states to the ultimate question: Are psychological states potential indicators for seizure likelihood?